Identification of bovine uterine transcriptomic hub genes using Bayesian network algorithms.
The aim of this study is to identify transcriptomic hub genes in bovine uterine tissue using a set of Bayesian network algorithms. Six different algorithms: Grow Shrink, Max-Min Parent-Children, Tabu Search, Hill Climbing, Max-Min Hill Climbing and Restricted Maximum are encapsulated in three higher categories including constraint-based, score-based and hybrid algorithms. Gene network parameters were estimated using the bnlearn bundle which is a Bayesian network structure learning toolbox implemented in R environment. Using the Tabu search algorithm, the highest degree between genes (390), Markov blanket (25.64), neighborhood size (8.76) and branching factor (4.38) was observed. The results of this study showed that the highest number of shared hub genes (e.g. PRODH, SPDEF, MMD2, SEMA3E, SLC27A6 and ACTG2) were between the hybrid and the constraint-based algorithms and could be recommended as hubs for GSE33030 series. Finally, different sorts of functional annotations of hub genes in uterine tissue during progesterone treatment and in the pregnancy period, showed that predicted hub genes were involved in extracellular pathways, lipid and protein metabolism, protein structure, and post translational processes. Classification results of biological process (cellular process (GO:0009987)) and molecular function (binding (GO:0005488)) were the same among all the three algorithmic groups. Identified hub transcriptomic genes obtained by the score-based algorithms, play their role as 2-arachidonoylglycerol biosynthesis (P05726) in pathway classification and enzyme modulator (PC00095) in the protein class. Results of this study showed that hub gene identification in each algorithmic group would be affected by reconstructed structure and by subsequently topological parameters employed for detection of hub genes. It is widely recommended to validate the biological and physiological role (enzymatic and hormonal effect) of other unknown identified hub genes in an extra laboratory work. The result revealed that biologically motivated results would be obtained by consensus results of many algorithms.